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Melting of crystals of polarization vortices and chiral phase transitions in oxide superlattices
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We study the equilibrium arrangements of polarization vortices in (PbTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)n superlattices by means
of second-principles simulations. We find that, at low temperatures, polarization vortices organize in a regular
arrangement in which clockwise and counterclockwise vortices alternate positions, leading to a crystal-like
structure with well-defined handedness. This chiral crystal melts at a critical temperature TM into a chiral liquid
where long-range order is lost but handedness is preserved. At even higher temperatures TC, a second phase
transition occurs at which the chiral liquid of polarization vortices loses its handedness. Both phase transitions
can be readily identified by the adequate choices of order parameters.
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Over the past few years, the existence of materials capable
of showing nontrivial topological textures of polarization has
attracted lots of attention. In particular, structures arising in
polar oxide nanostructures due to the delicate interplay be-
tween elastic, electrostatic, and gradient energies [1–6], have
emerged as an area of great interest. Most studies have been
performed on the model system consisting of a superlattice
constructed by the periodic repetition of a few layers of a
prototype ferroelectric (PbTiO3) and a dielectric (SrTiO3).
Various complex patterns of polarization have been theo-
retically predicted and experimentally observed, depending
on the periodicity of the superlattices [7,8], the mechan-
ical boundary conditions [9], and the electric interactions
between the polarization charges and residual depolarizing
fields. Arrays of polar flux-closure domains [10], vortices
[11], skyrmions [12], merons [13], or supercrystals [14] have
been reported in some cases coexisting with classical ferro-
electric a1/a2 domains [15].

In those cases where phases display a rotation of the lo-
cal dipoles, the minimization of the electrostatic energy cost
requires vanishing depolarization charges. This implies that
the polarization field has to be divergence-free ∇ · P = 0 with
zero net polarization in the sample 〈P〉 = 0. The latter condi-
tion does not necessarily translate into a lack of ordering in the
system, in contrast with what happens in the high-temperature
paraelectric phase. Indeed, these structures present an under-
lying coarse grain ordering often associated with the way in
which the topological defects arrange in the supercell. These
new states of matter come together with exotic functional
properties, such as negative capacitance [16–18] or chirality
[18–21]. Therefore, the evolution of both the structural and
the associated functional properties with external stimuli, such
as electric fields, mechanical strain, or thermal fluctuations is
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an important question from the applied and the fundamental
point of view.

Recent studies have shown the possibility of
temperature-induced nonsymmetry breaking Berezinskii-
Kosterlitz-Thouless, such as topological phase transitions in
low-dimensional ferroelectrics, even when 〈P〉 = 0, by means
of pattern formation or rearrangement of topological defects
(polar vortices and antivortices) [22,23]. In these works,
the polarization could be regarded as a two-component
order parameter where the local dipole moments are
confined to the film plane. This can occur due to the
application of a tensile strain (as in BaTiO3 thin films
[22]), or spontaneously (as in crystalline insulator SnTe
thin films [23]). As a result, the properties of the celebrated
two-dimensional XY model could be recovered in a range
of temperatures. Other cases, where the polarization tends
to be aligned perpendicular to the film plane have also
been theoretically explored. In Pb(Zr0.4Ti0.6)O3 thin films
under compressive strain [24], the system undergoes an
inverse phase transition from a highly degenerate labyrinthine
phase into a less-symmetric parallel-stripe domain structure
upon increasing temperature. Varying the external electric
field, the same system undergoes a series of topological
phase transitions involving a combination of the elementary
topological defects [25]. In particular, in Refs. [24,25], the
mechanical boundary conditions force, however, the dipoles
to be in a quasi-Z2 symmetry. In contrast, the vortices
in PbTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattices differ from the previous
cases. This has been theoretically predicted from
phenomenological theories [26,27], first-principles-based
effective Hamiltonian [28], or full first-principles calculations
[29], and experimentally demonstrated [11].

Here, the vortices are formed on the (x, z) plane, com-
bining regions (within the center of the domains) where the
dipoles are mainly aligned along the z direction with other
regions (within the domain wall) where the local polariza-
tion rotates and aligns with the x direction (see Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. Polarization texture in (PbTiO3)10/(SrTiO3)10 superlattices as a function of temperature: (a) T = 40, (b) T = 80, and (c) T =
200 K. In the top row cartoons, red (blue) regions are the positive (negative) polarization domains along the z direction. Yellow arrows at
the domain wall represent the continuous rotation of the polarization within the vortices. Green (magenta) arrows correspond with positive
(negative) values of the axial polarization. Left hands indicate the handedness of the structure in the low- and intermediate-temperature regimes.
In the bottom row we show the second-principles results for the polarization configuration at the front (x, z) section of the cartoons. The arrows
schematize the in-plane components of the polarization whereas the color map represent the axial component along the y direction.

An axial component of the polarization perpendicular to the
plane defined by the vortices might coexist with the vorticity,
imposing a handedness to each individual vortex [19–21].
Several studies have analyzed the effect on the structure
of the periodicity, epitaxial strain, or electric field. How-
ever, the effect of temperature on the vortex structure in
PbTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattices has not been explored in much
detail.

In this Letter we try to fill this gap, carrying out simulations
of (PbTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)n superlattices of different periodicities
with varying temperature using the second-principles meth-
ods, as implemented in the SCALE-UP package [30,31]. We
find that, at low temperatures, polarization vortices organize
in a regular pattern in which clockwise (CW) and counter-
clockwise (CCW) vortices alternate, leading to a crystal-like
structure with well-defined handedness. This chiral crystal
melts at a first-order phase transition at a critical temperature
of TM ≈ 73 K. For T > TM, the vortices become a chiral
liquid where long-range order is lost, but the system retains
a nonvanishing handedness. Then, a second phase transition
occurs at a temperature of TC ≈ 160 K where the chiral liq-
uid of polarization vortices loses its handedness. Structural
phases and transitions between them are characterized by their
corresponding order parameters. In Fig. 1 we show typical
snapshots of the local polarization P at different temperatures
for (PbTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)n superlattices with n = 10. Analo-
gous patterns are obtained for n = 8 and n = 14 (see the
Supplemental Material [32]). Note that the net global polariza-
tion is always 〈P〉 = 0, so no polarization order exists at any
temperature. A detailed description of the order parameters,
critical temperatures, and the involved broken symmetries will
be discussed later on. In the meantime, let us describe the
phase phenomenology at a purely qualitative level.

At low temperatures [Fig. 1(a)] we observe a continuously
rotating polarization configuration on the (x, z) plane, forming
a long-range-ordered array of CW and CCW pairs within
the PbTiO3 layer. An axial component of the polarization is
clearly detected in our simulations, making the full system
chiral [19–21] with a well-defined handedness. This struc-
ture is independent of the plane considered along the axial
y direction, so the vortex appearance can be described as a
perfect crystal of chiral polarization vortex tubes in a three-
dimensional framework.

Upon heating, the ordering along the axial direction is
lost [Fig. 1(b)]. This occurs above a critical temperature of
TM ≈ 73 K, upon which the vortex crystal can be considered
to melt. Thermal fluctuations induce the movement of the
domain walls, a phenomenon that has been associated with the
onset of the negative capacitance in these superlattices [16].
Therefore, although the CW and CCW vortex pairs are still
clearly visible, one of the domains grows at the expense of the
other, although the favoured domain depends on the axial y
plane chosen, keeping 〈P〉 = 0. Interestingly, a modulation of
the vortices by a second ordering along their axial direction
have been recently reported in PbTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattices
grown on a metallic SrRuO3 substrate [33]. Remarkably, in
our system this intermediate temperature phase is also char-
acterized by the maintenance of the chiral behavior, so it
can be described as a chiral liquid of polarization vortices.
Temperature-induced domain melting in these superlattices
has also been reported in the context of negative capacitance
[16].

Finally, there exists a high temperature phase [Fig. 1(c)],
again above some critical temperature TC ≈ 160 K where a
disordered paraelectric phase is found. In this regime, thermal
fluctuations are strong enough to break chiral symmetry of the
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FIG. 2. Curl density for the different temperature regimes. Black arrows indicate the local dipoles, projected onto the (x, z) plane.
(a) Chiral-crystalline-ordered phase at T = 40 K. (b) Chiral-liquid phase at T = 80 K. (c) High-temperature disordered phase at T = 200 K.
The insets represent the Fourier transform [̂ρ(q)] of the curl density diagrams. The zero-mode component of the Fourier component is not
represented in the insets to avoid saturation.

vortex liquid and polarization orientations become randomly
distributed.

a. Order parameter for the crystal to liquid phase tran-
sition. In the low-temperature phase the polarization vector
field aligns within the domains along the y and z directions,
whereas it rotates around specific lattice positions where CW
(or CCW) vortices appear. The simplest way to define a vor-
tex position is to compute the curl field, |∇ × P(r)| where
∇ ≡ (∂x, ∂y, ∂z ), r = (rx, ry, rz ) is the position in the super-
cell, and the absolute value is taken to include both CW
and CCW vortices. Note that this curl field will take finite
values at the lattice sites around which the vortices are located,
whereas it will vanish in regions where the polarization vector
is aligned. The density of vortices can then be calculated as

ρ(r) = |∇ × P(r)|∫∫
dx dz|∇ × P(r)|

. (1)

By construction, ρ(r) is normalized for every (x, z) plane con-
taining vortex pairs. As in standard fluids, from this density a
regular arrangement and a random spatial distribution of vor-
tices can be distinguished by computing the structure factor,
S(q) = 〈̂ρy(q)̂ρy(−q)〉, where ρ̂y(q) = ∫∫

dx dz ρ(r)e−iq·r⊥ ,
q = (qx, qz ) is the wave-number vector, and r⊥ corresponds
to the component of the position on a given y plane. Brakets
〈· · · 〉 stand for an average over both all the axial y planes
in the supercell and snapshots of the Monte Carlo simula-
tions at each temperature. A regular lattice of vortices (i.e.,
a crystal phase) corresponds to S(q) showing a peak at some
qm, reflecting the regular distribution of the density ρ(r). In
contrast, for the case of an unstructured random distribution
of vortices (i.e., a liquid phase) all Fourier components of the
density become negligible except for the zero-mode q = 0
where the structure factor amplitude concentrates. The curl
density is shown in Fig. 2 together with its Fourier transform
(see the insets). Prominent peaks with fixed periodicity (com-
ing from the periodic arrangement of CW and CCW vortex
cores) appear in the low-temperature phase. As temperature
increases above TM, the curl density spreads, although it still
peaks at the location of the vortices. However, the relative
position between vortex cores and the distance between them
varies depending on the axial section analyzed. Finally, the

curl density is more homogeneous over the (x, z) section plane
at the high-temperature phase above TC. By analogy with
liquid-solid phase transitions in standard fluids [34], we define
the order parameter,

�(T ) = S(qm)

ρ2
0

, (2)

as a function of temperature [32]. Note that �(T ) takes finite
values whereas the system is in the crystal phase and vanishes
in the disordered vortex liquid phase.

b. Order parameter for the chiral to achiral phase transition.
The order parameter that best captures the breakdown of chiral
symmetry is the helicity H of the chiral field. In our case, the
chiral field is the polarization, and for the helicity we borrow
the definition from fluid dynamics as [35]

H =
∫

d3r P(r) · [∇ × P(r)], (3)

where now the integral is over the whole volume, instead
of (x, z) planes. Note that H changes sign upon a mirror
symmetry reflection [36]. A nonzero helicity means chirality
or lack of mirror symmetry of the polarization texture: right
(left) handedness can be associated with positive (negative)
values of H. Accordingly, the helicity modulus |H| quan-
tifies the strength of the chirality symmetry breaking (see
Fig. 3). The dependence with temperature of the spatial
organization Eq. (2) and helicity Eq. (3) order parameters
for different periodicity of the superlattice is summarized in
Fig. 4. At low temperatures, after equilibrium is reached, the
vortices self-organize in a crystalline chiral phase [Fig. 1(a)].
The spatial organization order parameter �(T ) reduces as
temperature increases and, at a critical temperature TM ≈
73 K, the system suffers a first-order melting phase transi-
tion, where � abruptly drops to zero, whereas the helicity
order parameter remains finite [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], so the
liquid of vortices remains chiral for a wide range of tem-
peratures. This liquid chiral phase is stable, although with
reduced values of the helicity modulus, up to the critical tem-
perature of TC ≈ 160 K where a second-order phase transition
occurs. Above TC thermal fluctuations are strong enough to
destroy chiral ordering, leading to an achiral phase with a
vanishing value of the helicity. These phase transitions are
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FIG. 3. Normalized helicity at temperatures of (a) T = 40, (b) T = 80, and (c) T = 200 K. Left hands indicate the handedness of the
structure in the low- and intermediate- temperature regimes. The absence of hands in the high-temperature regime stands for its achiral
character. The color map represents the system-size independent normalized helicity [32].

independent of the periodicity of the system in the com-
puted range 8 < n < 14. To summarize we present second-
principles simulations of (PbTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)n superlattices
and show that, despite the net polarization remains zero for all
temperatures, the system exhibits symmetry-breaking phase
transitions (from crystalline-chiral, melting into a liquid chi-
ral, and finally to liquid achiral) as temperature is varied.

The presented results might have important consequences
in other functional properties of the superlattices. In partic-
ular, the dielectric properties might depart from the classical
Curie-Weiss behavior as a function of temperature expected
for traditional ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transitions.
It is worth remarking here that the term liquid phase in this
context essentially means a phase with translational invariance
as opposed to the low-temperature crystalline phase where
this symmetry is broken. Indeed, the liquid phase we observe
shows some glassy features. We expect that the structural
phases we report here for PbTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattices are
quite generic and might be found in other similar systems. For

FIG. 4. Structural order parameter � [Eq. (2)] and the helicity H
[Eq. (3)] as a function of temperature for different periodicities of the
superlattice: n = 8 (red circles), n = 10 (blue squares), and n = 14
(green triangles). Solid (dashed) lines interpolate the different values
of � (H) at different temperatures. Error bars are associated with the
fluctuations of the order parameter defined by its variance.

instance, using similar structural factors as the one employed
here the melting of a two-dimensional magnetic skyrmion lat-
tice has been recently reported [37]. Vortex lattice melting has
also been reported in high-temperature superconductors [38].
However, these phases may be difficult to find experimen-
tally, or even numerically due to the existence of long-lived
metastable states. In particular, the melting point that sepa-
rates the vortex crystal and liquid phases is a first-order critical
point and as occurs in conventional fluids, it shows hystere-
sis phenomena. In fact, in our simulations (not shown) we
checked that, starting in the chiral liquid phase (T > TM) and
lowering the temperature, the system may remain in the liquid
phase for extremely long times, even for temperatures quite
below TM. This is analogous to the supercooled liquids that
can be found below the freezing point in conventional fluids.
Indeed, in our simulations we find that below TM an external
perturbation as, for instance, a change in the applied strain,
can be enough to drive a rapid crystalization of the metastable
vortex liquid phase, similarly as occurs in conventional fluids.
We remark that all our simulations were performed at zero ap-
plied strain. This might be a tuning parameter that affects the
structural phases. It would be extremely interesting to study
how the phases we report here depend on the applied strain,
specially in the strong expansive limit when the polarization
field is progressively forced to lay on the (x, y) plane and
might become effectively two dimensional.
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